
Note on Checkhill Farm Mill, Enville, Staffordshire (nr Stourbridge, Worcs)  

Grid Ref: SO 8562 8779   On Spittle Brook (which runs via 

Smestow Brook into R. Stour, which is a tributary of R. Severn) 

 

1. I visited this little mill, only about 22ft x 14ft, built of red brick and 

brownish tile, in 1966, 1968 and 1972 and saw it deteriorate somewhat 

in that time, not helped by rubbish being apparently dumped against the 

waterwheel. It is interesting that that waterwheel for this little mill, was 

about the same size (four foot wide and 10ft dm) and the same type 

(overshot) as that at the much larger Spittlebrook Mill (otherwise Alsop’s 

Mill) threequarters of a mile to the west – perhaps not so surprising 

since they were on the same stream and possibly built by the same 

estate (Enville Estates?). 

During my visits I took photos (see below) and wrote various notes on 

scraps of paper. After the 1972 visit, I consolidated most of these details 

into a single set of rough sketch plans, which are reproduced below. 

(Any further intelligible details in the scrappy notes are repeated in this 

note.)    

2. The millpond was large for such a small mill. There were 

bypass/overflow sluices for when the mill was not in use. The mill was 

effectively built on the dam of the pool and the ground must have 

started to settle – a buttress had been built in the tailrace very close to 

the waterwheel, necessitating a sharp diversion of the tail water.    

3. It appears that the waterwheel probably originally drove two pairs of 

millstones. I saw no trace of the stones, but two bridge posts survived. 

The spacing of the posts suggests that the gears and/or stones were 

smaller than normal. 

 In any event, in its final form the mill was set up to drive a pair of small 

stones on a hurst with gears and a pulley which were clearly a unit 

brought in (Derek Ogden called them “portable stones”). The pulley on 

the hurst was driven directly by a belt from a pulley on a shaft parallel 

with the waterwheel shaft. (see the 1972 sketch plans below for more 

details). 



4. I apparently was not able to measure the stones inside the tun. They    

were certainly a lot smaller than usual mill stones. There was a 2ft 6in 

dm solid millstone lying loose on the upper ground floor of the mill, and I 

thought that might have been one of them, or a spare. There was also a 

relatively modern grinder or roller in the mill by Harrison and Mc Gregor 

Ltd, and presumably that had been driven somehow off one of the 

numerous pulleys in the mill. The shafts of these pulleys were fixed to 

the downstream gable end wall on both the upper ground and the top 

floors, and how they were driven from the waterwheel is a mystery.    

5. There was evidently originally a sack hoist – I found a wooden six inch 

radius chain pulley in the roof. 

6. Two other nuggets of information - 

 Also on the top floor was a large hopper and feedshoe. 

 The outer bearing of the waterwheel had an inverted oil bottle for 

lubrication 

7. Sketch plans made 1972; 

Floor plan [the yellow splodge is of no significance – just an aged bit of 

Sellotape stuck to it]. 

 

A note underneath the plan (difficult to scan) gives the following details 

of the waterwheel - overshot, 57” radius, 48½” width across rims; 

wooden shaft, iron T-section arms, 4 each side, one casting each; iron 



rims (4 castings each side), wooden buckets, 

iron (or steel) sole plate, made of 4 sheets. 

Hubs one casting each. There is also a sketch of 

the outer gudgeon of the wheelshaft, as on 

right (redrawn). 

 

 

Pulleys on top floor: 

 
 

Elevation (below) 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Right: Pentrough 

gate operating 

mechanism: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pulleys on upper ground floor: 

 
 

Below: Final drive (inside hurst) of portable stones, seen from above 

(redrawn): A note on this drawing says: Stones, portable type but fixed 

to floor +/or ceiling. Iron bed plate. Peak 

stones though at least one mysteriously has 

plaster on back. Iron lifting bridge tree. No 

disengagement. Iron twist peg. Damsel – 

iron knockers set in wood sleeve on iron 



shaft. Pulley 15in radius, iron, 6 radial arms; bevel gear on pulley shaft, 

12in overall rds, 10½in across pitch circle, single iron casting with 

wooden teeth, 4 radial arms; bevel gear on stone spindle, single iron 

casting 7in rds overall,4 radial arms.  [The stones were on the upper 

ground floor and had been driven, presumably directly, from the pulley 

on the shaft that was geared to the waterwheel shaft below.]  

8. Staffordshire Past Track website shows one of Robert Sherlock’s c. 1968 

pictures of the outside and comments “A blade mill was working at this 

site on the Spittle Brook by the 17th century. It was later converted into 

a fulling mill and then into a corn mill. It had ceased operating as a corn 

mill by the 1880s, but it continued to be used to power farm machinery 

and to supply electricity to Checkhill Mill Farm until the mid-1930s.”. The 

building I saw looked unlikely to be earlier than late 18th cent, and more 

likely 19th cent. Presumably the 1880’s was when the fixed millstones 

were removed and just the “portable stones” and other machines used 

for the farm. 

9. More details are given in an article by S.M and M.V Cooksley on mills on 

the R. Stour in the Journal of Midland Wind and Water Mills Group no 7. 

10. There are items in Staffs Record Office (under “Enville”). 

John Bedington, 2021  

 

My other items with this note: 

     B/W photos: Taken 22nd March 1968 – ST59a, half back view of the mill; 

ST59b, Waterwheel and pentrough. Taken 25th June 1972 – ST59c, west corner 

of mill; ST59d, mill and barn seen across pond; ST16e, south corner 

(downstream end, non-waterwheel side); ST59f, end of wheelshaft, gears and 

bridge posts; ST59g, waterwheel; ST59h, close-up of the gears from the 

wheelshaft; ST59i, pulley shaft on middle floor; ST59j, the “portable” stones; 

ST59k, close-up of the “portable” stones. 

Colour slides: Taken 21st Sept 1966 – STc1, Mill seen from yard. Taken in 1972 – 

STc2, the waterwheel; STc3, the drive from the wheelshaft; STc4,the 

“portable” stones; STc5, the mill pond, looking from the mill. 



Other pictures: Three black and white photos given me by Mr R Sherlock of 

Staffs County Council, showing the exterior of the mill and the waterwheel (not 

my copyright). The originals of these seem to be deposited in the Staffordshire 

Record Office, under “Enville: Checkhill Mill” and to be dated 1968. 

 


